Environmental Statement

Darnton Elgee traces its history back to early 1900 with the formation of Kitching & Co. Operating from
offices in Stockton-On-Tees and Selby, it served the retail and pharmaceutical sectors for many years and
reformed in 1992 to broaden its scope to include education, commercial and historic developments.
Seven main board directors, Alistair Hamilton, Keith Hardcastle, Dyfrig Jones, Matthew Savory, Ciara
Ryan, Alex Lodge and Paul Davies, manage the new combined practice. Each of the offices is
controlled in accordance with BS ISO 14001.
The directors and the practice are committed to the provision of and maintenance of an Environmental
Management System in accordance with EN ISO 14001 so that DarntonB3 can improve
environmental awareness, appreciation and performance. This includes procedures and processes for the
continual improvements of our abilities to save energy and prevent pollution.
The directors and the practice are committed to compliance with applicable laws, legislation and other
requirements, with these requirements being continually updated via our Intranet and all matters relating to
the environmental aspects of the company are freely available to all members of staff.
In conjunction with our system of Quality Management to EN ISO 9001 we conduct a structured
system of Management Meetings which provides the framework for setting and reviewing targets and
ensures consistency of approach throughout the office.
Interaction with our system of Quality Management ensures that our Environmental procedures are
documented, implemented and maintained and thus provides a framework for setting and reviewing
environmental objectives and targets.
We ensure that all issues relating to the Environmental Standards are fully communicated to all members of
staff via the Intranet to ensure constant access to our Policy and documentation.
DarntonB3 are fully committed to utilising its EMS to create greener, environmentally sensitive projects.
This policy and illustrations of our work in respect of BS ISO 14001 are available to the public via
access to our website: www.darntonb3.com.
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